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Dear Reader,

Hungarians are well-known for being a passionate people. They are quick to act, and take a stand for 
their creativity, opinions and faith.

Our unique outlook on life and our vigour is apparent in our every thought, and these qualities also 
permeate our culinary culture.

No wonder, then that since ancient times we have loved distinctive, pronounced flavours, hot spices 
and substantial, traditional dishes.
Our agriculture, our GMO-free status – which is guaranteed by the constitution – and the uniqueness 
of our cuisine is world-famous.

With our expertise and several decades of experience, our mission at AMC is to raise awareness 
about, to encourage the enjoyment of, and to propagate healthy, tasty, high-quality Hungarian 
products that are manufactured using eco-conscious processes and are made with respect for the 
methods our ancestors bequeathed upon us, by passing on our knowledge from one generation to 
the next, and by encouraging new and innovative technologies.

As a result of our unequalled geographical and natural endowments, our eminence in producing food 
products, and thanks to our high level of food safety compared to other EU members we are able to 
offer food products with high added value.

Visit our booth, explore the high quality Hungarian products of our exhibitors and taste the delightful 
flavours of our dishes and drinks so you can choose the ones you think are worth sharing with your 
loved ones.

Péter Ondré
CEO 

Agricultural Marketing Centre
H-1012 Budapest, Kuny Domokos u. 13-15. II. em.
amc@amc.hu I amc.hu I facebook.com/agrarmarketingcentrum



Discover the BIO products of Hungary

In Hungary, agriculture and food economy have traditionally been among the most important 
sectors. The Hungarian agriculture has a diverse production structure due to its excellent 
natural endowments. Nearly two-thirds of the country’s area are under agricultural cultivation, 
making it the fourth biggest per capita agricultural area in the EU. Within production, the most 
important role is carried by cereals, oilseeds, vegetables and fruits, poultry, pork and beef cattle 
as well as milk production.

Hungary has great potentials for organic farming.

In addition to cereals, flours, vegetables and fruits, which account for a large volume of Hungarian 
exports, we also offer food specialties to our foreign partners such as gourmet tea specialties, 
spices, mushroom products, dried fruits, cold-pressed oils and valuable herbs. Some of these 
product lines will also be presented at this year’s BIOFACH & VIVANESS exhibition. In the case of 
additional needs, Agrármarketing Centrum, which coordinates the Hungarian community presence, 
can also provide the interested partners with the contact details of other Hungarian producers and 
food processors.
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3 REASONS TO CHOOSE 

THE HUNGARIAN BIO PRODUCTS

The Hungarian agriculture has 
a diverse production structure due to 

its excellent natural endowments.

The Hungarian Government’s  
policy of promoting organic farming 
and the support system developed 

within this framework also played 
an important role in this.

The Hungarian veterinary and food 
safety regulations are among the 
strictest in the European Union.

BIOHUNGARICUM LTD.

BIOKONTROLL HUNGÁRIA NONPROFIT LTD.

BIOPONT LTD.

BOTÉSZ HUNGARY

ÉDEN MAJOR BIOTAKARMÁNY LTD.

GARUDA TRADE LTD.

GRAPOILA (VIRGIN OIL PRESS LTD.)

HFI ORGANICS LTD.

NAGYSZENTJÁNOSI AGRÁRGAZDASÁGI LTD. – GRAINBOW

RUBIN SZEGEDI PAPRIKAFELDOLGOZÓ LTD.

SILVESTRIS & SZILAS LTD.

SZATMÁRI-ÍZEK LTD.

HUNGARIAN EXHIBITORS 
BIOFACH 2024



BIOHUNGARICUM LTD.

H-5540 Szarvas, Külterület 030/2.
+36 30 925 3209
www.biohungaricum.hu

Mr. Attila Szántosi
+36 30 925 3209
szantosi.attila@biohungaricum.hu
Correspondence in: English

Products:

IQF organic fruit and vegetables, organic cereals, organic canned fruit and vegetables, 
organic oil seeds, organic vegetables and fruit purees, organic paprika powder
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BIOKONTROLL HUNGÁRIA 
NONPROFIT LTD.

H-1112 Budapest, Oroszvég lejtő 16.
+36 1 336 1166
www.biokontroll.hu         info@biokontroll.hu

Mr. Marót Hibbey, DVM
+36 30 990 8035
hibbey.marot@biokontroll.hu
Correspondence in: English

Ms. Szandra Megyery
+36 1 336 1166
megyery.szandra@biokontroll.hu
Correspondence in: English

Biokontroll Hungária Nonprofit Kft. is a 100% Hungarian-owned organic inspection and 
certification body registered as HU-ÖKO-01 by the Hungarian competent authority. The scope 
of our activities includes inspection and certification of the following fields, inter alia: crop 
production, animal husbandry, trade, processing, beekeeping, wine making, manufacturing 
of cosmetics, collecting wild growing plants. We provide assistance to our clients in obtaining 
approval and certification for Naturland, Bio Suisse, Demeter and KRAV trademarks. 
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BIOPONT LTD.

H–2451 Ercsi, Biopont utca 1. 
+36 30 518 5606
www.biopont.com         export@biopont.com

Mrs. Tünde Udvardy
+36 30 518 5606
tunde.udvardy@biopont.com
Correspondence in: English

Our story started in 1997 as a small business inspired by the healthy lifestyle. Today, we are 
one of Hungary’s market-leading manufacturer of organic food. Our main plant is gluten-
free and is IFS certified. We are offering Biopont branded organic food products and we are 
also offering customized private label products: extruded snacks, pretzel sticks, sweeteners, 
coconut slices, flours. 
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BOTÉSZ HUNGARY

H–2473 Val, Vajda J. u. 4.
+36 70 314 9501
www.botesz.hu         export@botesz.hu

Mr. György Keresztes
+36 70 314 9501
export@botesz.hu
Correspondence in: English, German

BOTESZ (Sales Cooperative of Elderberry Producers) has an experience of almost 25 years 
in the production of high-quality elderberry and sour cherry. The main activity is to organize 
the sales of elderberry (3,500 tons) and sour cherry (1,000 tons), grown by its members. 
Therefore, we would really appreciate to have a meeting with you in order to present our 
products and discuss how we could bring value to you and your customers.
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ÉDEN MAJOR BIOTAKARMÁNY LTD.

H–6060 Tiszakécske, Sárhalom dűlő 89.
+36 20 313 8440
www.bioedenmajor.hu         bioedenmajor@gmail.com

Mr. Gábor Szokolai
+36 20 313 8440
bioedenmajor@gmail.com
Correspondence in: English

In the beginning, during the establishment of an organic farm, our family farm started 
to deal with organic chicken meat and organic eggs as a small producer. Since there were 
no professional organic feed plants in Eastern Europe, I started to produce our own recipes 
developed on the basis of experience as a business. As a result of the interest, we started 
production in pellet form as Éden Major Biotakarmány Kft. We are currently developing our 
products based on the experience of our own flocks, which are organic poultry starter, 
breeder, finisher, as well as organic dairy cow, ruminant pig and pig feeds. In our feeds, we use 
RoBioMix Öko premixes developed together with DSM Nutrition. We are also distributors of 
the DSM RoBiomix eco premix product line.
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GARUDA TRADE LTD.

H–1055 Budapest, Balaton utca 22-24.
+36 30 506 3474
www.garuda.hu         garuda@garuda.hu

Ms. Ágnes Berényi
+36 20 997 2574
berenyi.agnes@garuda.hu
Correspondence in: English, French

100% natural & safe herbal organic animal health care products and feed supplements since 
1991 provided by Garuda Trade Ltd. The products are made from scientific herbal combinations 
and have a zero-day waiting period with dedication to ensuring the highest standard of 
quality. In addition to higher productivity and profitability, we help significantly reduce the use 
of medicines and antibiotics. More than 750 clinical trial publications, as well as more than 
100 Ph.D.
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Ms. Mónika Madarász
+36 30 165 9240
madarasz.monika@garuda.hu
Correspondence in: English



GRAPOILA (VIRGIN OIL PRESS LTD.)
H-1224 Budapest, Szakiskola u. 33-43.
+36 20 223 4423
www.grapoila.hu

Mr. Tamás Varga
+36 30 236 7597
varga.t@grapoila.hu
Correspondence in: English

Products: cold-pressed seed oils, gluten-free seed flours, gourmet seed butters/
spreads

Our company produces premium quality cold-pressed oils from 18 kinds of seeds, and their by-
products: gluten free seed flours. Thanks to our unique production chain and machines – which 
were developed by us – we maintain an environment-friendly zero-waste technology system. 
We hold an organic certification for a wide range of our products, and most of the seed flours 
produced by our company are certified gluten-free. Our company is also FSSC certified.

Ms. Marianna Pinczés
+36 20 223 4423
pinczesm@virginoilpress.hu
Correspondence in: English
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HFI ORGANICS LTD.

H-1026 Budapest, Pázsit u. 4.
+36 1 319 0356
www.hfi.hu         info@hfi.hu

Mr. Csaba Molnár
csaba.molnar@hfi.hu
Correspondence in: English, German, Spanish

Mr. István Várallyai
istvan.varallyai@hfi.hu
Correspondence in: English

Products:

Established in 2001, HFI Ltd. is one of the leading processors in Hungary. Two drying-, 
one reprocessing- and a steam-treatment plant ensure that the most stringent quality 
requirements are met in products that come from our paprika and vegetable mills.
Some of our organic products: paprika powder, spinach, broccoli, dill, parsley, cilantro, kale, 
pumpkin, sweet potato, beetroot, wheatgrass, barley grass, and alfalfa.
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NAGYSZENTJÁNOSI AGRÁR- 
GAZDASÁGI LTD. – GRAINBOW

H-9072 Nagyszentjános, Fő u. 1.
+36 20 432 0004
www.grainbow.hu         info@grainbow.hu

Mrs. Sara Bibo
+36 20 432 0004
sara.bibo@grainbow.hu
Correspondence in: English, Swedish

Located in western Hungary since 2001, we grow Organic Grains, Oilseeds, Vegetables 
and Herbs on 3000 hectares, with irrigation on 2000 hectares. We have Biokontroll, Bio Suisse 
and Global GAP Certification. 

Our current Organic line: winter Wheat, Spelt, Corn, Supersweet Corn, HO Sunflower, 
Soybean, Rapeseed, Paprika, Carrot, Potato, Aubergine, Zucchini, Kale, Broccoli, Cauliflower, 
Peppermint, Salvia, Oregano. 
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H-6771 Szeged-Szőreg, Szerb u. 173.
+36 70 451 3715
www.rubinpaprika.hu

Mr. Tamás Biacsi
+36 70 451 3715
sales@rubinpaprika.hu
Correspondence in: English

Products: 
Our company is located in Szeged, in the domestic centre of spice paprika production. This is 
where we make our products in line with traditional methods but using modern equipment. 
We lay great emphasis on food safety and quality assurance.

Our main products are:
• Spice paprika powder (sweet/hot, smoked, 

organic)
• Spice paprika grits (sweet/hot, organic)
• Spice paprika seed oil (sweet/hot, organic).

Our products are available from 50 g to 25 kg 
packages.

Mr. József Riesing
+36 30 257 5943
sales@rubinpaprika.hu
Correspondence in: German
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RUBIN SZEGEDI PAPRIKA- 
FELDOLGOZÓ LTD.



SILVESTRIS & SZILAS LTD.

H–2144 Kerepes, Vasút utca 42.
+36 28 480 675
www.silvestris.eu         silvestris@silvestris.hu

Mr. Gabor Foldeak
+36 70 799 2167
gabor_foldeak@silvestris.hu
Correspondence in: English

We are a team of innovative people who deliver 
unique solutions in the full spectrum of the 
botanical universe by integrating plant devel-
opment, indoor & outdoor farming, extraction 
and purification, using exclusively environ-
mentally friendly 21st century technologies 
in all areas.

Our mission is to demonstrate in the field of 
botanical processing that it is possible to pro-
duce high quality products in an economically 
sound way without exploiting and polluting 
the environment, thereby inspiring the world’s 
transition to a circular economy.
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SZATMÁRI-ÍZEK LTD.

H-4765 Csenger, Ady Endre u. 133.
+36 44 341 645
www.szatmari-izek.hu         szatmari.izek@szamosnet.hu 

Mr. Laszlo Csaholczi Jr.
+36 20 334 2525
info@szatizek.hu
Correspondence in: English

Our company was founded primarily for the production of “apples of szatmár”. We offer our 
apples fresh, and also used to produce dried apple chips, dices and apple flour in organic 
and conventional quality. Our aim is to produce quality products without additives, in the 
spirit of naturalness. We also produce freshly pressed apple juice from the apples, and 
traditionally made plum and apple jams.
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Online, real-time food catalogue and event management software

– Find your Hungarian export partner easily – 

As part of the 2021 business development activity of Agricultural Marketing Centre, we intended 
to create a real-time, online interface with up-to-date data, which categorizes Hungarian food 
manufacturers and their products, thus making them transparent and easily accessible for those 
interested in importing. The system has been developed to become a modern, easy-to-use platform 
in line with today’s IT trends, which provides professional help equally for the Hungarian Food Industry 
players as well as for foreign buyers.

About the software
• Online, real-time database
• Contains the profiles of the exporting Hungarian food manufacturers
•  Segmented product portfolio that can be filtered according to several aspects
• Two-stage registration
•  Once registered, the software is worldwide available with English language user interface
• Direct internal mailing system

What we offer

• An online, business facilitator food industry software
• Free registration / usage
• Knowledge base for exporting, professional reports
• Simplified registration and matchmaking possibility for events organized by the Agricultural Marketing 

Centre
• Quick download of the country catalogue in pdf format
•  Online, printable database of exportable Hungarian food manufacturing companies and  

their products
• Most relevant export and delivery data

Register your company and products at www.hungarianfoodexport.com
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